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Debi Scholar has saved millions of 
dollars for many organizations. 
From the world’s largest 
professional services firm to a 
global peace keeping agency to 
renowned entertainment venues to 
respected pharmaceutical 
companies, she has consulted in 
many industries, with hundreds of 
companies, saved these 
organizations millions of dollars, 
and guided them through the end-
to-end management of travel, 
meetings, expense management 
and virtual meetings. 
 
After consulting with many 
organizations on meetings 
management, Debi created the 
industry’s first Strategic Meetings 
Management Maturity Model and 
Benchmarking Assessment. Always 
willing to share her knowledge with 
the industry, she makes the 
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benchmark their Strategic Meetings 
Management Program (“SMMP”) in 
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environment at 
www.smmbenchmark.com. The 
individual data will never be shared 
with anyone; only aggregate results 
are available to the public if you 
take the assessment at the website.  
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programs, suppliers (travel 
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History of Strategic Meetings Management (SMM) 
formerly known as Meetings Consolidation 
 
When two powerhouse pharmaceutical companies merged in 1989, 
Bristol-Myers and Squibb, and the quantity of meetings increased, Lynn 
Ridzon recognized that meeting planning was looked upon as being 
tactical rather than strategic. “They say necessity is the mother of 
invention—that proved a real truism for me. If meetings management was 
to be taken seriously, it became evident that we would need to figure out a 
way to communicate in business terms the true value of meetings 
management,” said Lynn, then the Global Meetings Management Director 
at Bristol-Myers Squibb (now the Global Strategic Sourcing Director at 
Amgen). She realized that meeting spend needed to be identified and 
managed as an indirect spend category, not unlike T&E expenditures and 
corporate travel. At that time, there were no proven tools or rules. Based 
on the premise that the company would realize value from cost savings 
related to leveraged buying, risk mitigation and better internal 
communications, Lynn developed and delivered a Meetings Management 
Business Plan in 1990. According to Lynn, “Our CEO saw the strategic 
value of the plan and approved our moving forward with implementation. 
The rest is SMM history which is still being written over 20 years later.”  
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assets such as country club 
memberships, venue suites, boxes 
and tickets. Debi’s blog, T&E Plus, 
has had over 22,000 views in the 
last year and is available at 
www.teplus.net. 
 
Debi has led numerous projects for 
global organizations, entertainment 
venues and government agencies 
as she was the 
PricewaterhouseCoopers’ (PwC) 
Lead for Travel and Entertainment 
Expenses (T&E) engagements and 
worked for the leading consulting 
firm for 13 years. Debi has a unique 
advantage as a consultant because 
she started as a practitioner by 
leading PwC’s internal group travel 
and meetings department and has 
in-depth knowledge of the travel 
and meetings industry and its 
suppliers.  
 
Debi has over 30 recommendations 
on LinkedIn and we share a few of 
them here. An employee with 
American Express said, “Debi has 
such breadth of industry knowledge 
and experience – she is truly a 
thought leader in Strategic Meetings 
Management. On top of that, she is 
an absolute pleasure to work with! 
Debi recently helped me to develop 
a project for a client that exceeded 
their expectations.” 
 
One CEO said, “Debi “wrote the 
book” on Travel Management for 
the multinational enterprise. From 
the formative stages of the 
industry’s evolution to the new 
ground that is being broken today, 
Debi operates at the state of the 
art.” 
 
Another CEO said, “Every new 
category or new industry is created 
by a small group of visionaries who 
with zeal and passion build the 
standards that enable cohesive 
structure. Debi is clearly one of the 
leaders who identified that the 
corporate meeting space could, 
when organized, generate 
substantial value to the various 
stakeholders. The Strategic Meeting 

Another industry icon emerged in 1990. George Odom (now the President 
of Strategic Travel and Meetings Group) began managing the Eli Lilly and 
Company Travel Department after having been one of the Symposia 
Coordinators for the Hospital Division. In 1993, most of the people who 
were responsible for meetings took an early retirement package and left. 
Because he had been planning meetings in his previous job and now 
managed the travel area, George was tasked with offering meeting 
planning logistical support to the company. With no authority to hire, he 
looked for a meeting organization to help him accomplish this voluminous 
goal. He sent out a Request for Information to the big meeting companies 
to find experts who could source, plan and consolidate data. He 
considered outsourcing as a way to increase services and control costs. 
George had a new, innovative idea in the meetings industry. He wanted a 
centralized and specialized group that would source meetings using a 
standardized contract addendum; then, the professional sourcing team 
would transfer the work to a meeting planning logistical team. If that wasn’t 
a tall enough order, he also needed consolidated meeting data instead of 
meeting-by-meeting data. Intrigued with what he heard and read about 
McGettigan Corporate Planning Services (now Maritz), a full-service 
meeting management company, George traveled to Philadelphia and met 
with John Pino, Christine Duffy and Norbert McGettigan. He presented his 
ideal meeting management structure to the McGettigan management 
team. McGettigan leaders were very interested in his model but admitted 
that they were not structured to provide these services. Respectfully, 
McGettigan declined George’s business request. He continued to search 
for meeting planning companies to support his strategic plan and found 
that IVI Travel (IVI Travel merged with US Travel to become BTI; BTI 
merged with WorldTravel and is now BCD) supplied conference-center 
management services for Goodyear and Ford. As the only supplier that 
came close to offering the services he needed, George hired IVI Travel to 
manage Lilly’s meeting requirements. However, McGettigan meanwhile 
took George’s requirements seriously and began reconsidering their 
business model.  
 
When McGettigan lost the Lilly bid to IVI Travel, which promised to 
consolidate meeting spend the way it had been consolidating travel spend, 
the McGettigan leaders knew they had to automate data reporting and 
processes to keep their meetings business. Meeting planning companies 
existed, but none offered the comprehensive and flexible “meetings 
consolidation” services that George had requested. According to Mike 
Malinchok, Principal of S2K Consulting (then with McGettigan), The 
McGettigan leaders began creating a technology platform to automate data 
reporting. “McGettigan reached out to a few of their top clients to solicit 
input into the development of a desktop application to help manage 
company-wide budgets and streamline the arduous request for proposal 
process for hotels and venues. The result, an application called CORE 
(Consolidated Operating and Reporting Environment) Discovery, was one 
of the first meeting management technologies and released in 1994.” 
McGettigan was the first company to offer both meeting planning and 
technology automation services. One of the companies that hired 
McGettigan for meeting services was AT&T.  
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Management category has 
flourished and Debi deserves much 
credit for her invaluable 
contributions.”  
 
To read more references, please 
see Debi Scholar’s LinkedIn Profile 
at www.linkedin.com/in/dscholar.  
 
Debi has the following designations: 
 • Wharton Aresty Executive 
Education/Global Business Travel 
Association (GBTA) Global 
Leadership Professional (GLP) 

 • Meeting Professionals 
International Certificate in 
Meetings Management (CMM) 

 • Convention Industry Council 
Certified Meeting Professional 
(CMP) 

 • NBTA Corporate Travel Expert 
(CTE) 

 • Six Sigma Green Belt 
 • Chauncey Certified Technical 
Trainer (CTT) 

 
Debi was selected as: 
 • Meetings Management Mover and 
Shaker by Corporate and 
Incentive Travel Magazine (2010) 

 • Top 20 Changemaker who 
influenced the meetings 
management industry by 
Corporate Meetings and 
Incentives (2008) 

• Best Meeting Practitioner by 
 Business Travel News (2007)

New on the job in 1996, the Travel and Meetings Procurement Leader, 
Madlyn (Maddy) Caliri, dug through hundreds of AT&T documents in 
pursuit of meetings and travel data. She contracted with McGettigan and 
worked side by side with two meeting registration employees as they all 
tried to gain visibility into meetings data and capitalize on group air 
savings. McGettigan worked tirelessly on perfecting their strategic meeting 
service offering, but adding resources meant adding costs. Maddy needed 
less expensive professionals to perform the services. As her meeting 
supplier costs began to rise, Maddy transitioned to a model using 
independent contractors including lawyers and sourcing/contracting 
professionals. One of the independent contractors who started at AT&T in 
1999, Laura Cella, built a strong bond with Maddy as they calculated and 
manipulated numbers for thoroughness and accuracy. They often thought, 
“Why is this data so hard to find and how can this process be more 
efficient?” Still, it was as if the data was buried so deep in the body of 
scattered files that it would take an AT&T appendectomy to make a 
diagnosis. Seizing information from as many sources as they could find, 
Maddy and Laura dissected everything. Now, what should they do with this 
mass of material? How could they get their arms around all of their 
meeting spend? Maddy chalked up numerous successes during this 
period, such as standardizing hotel contracts and combining group air with 
transient air spend to realize improved discounts. After several years of 
managing multiple independent contractors, Maddy began outsourcing the 
meeting services to Jackson Marketing Group (later, Conferon bought 
Jackson Marketing Group; then, ExpoExchange merged with Conferon 
and became Experient). Even though the supplier names changed, a few 
things remained the same at AT&T: Maddy needed a) accurate meeting 
data; b) a better way to manage and streamline the information; and c) 
Laura Cella. “If procurement and supply chain principles were used for 
buying commodities at AT&T, why couldn’t the methodology also be used 
for meetings and events?” Maddy thought. Little did she realize that 
companies in other industries were facing the same dilemma.  
 
 

 
By 1997, McGettigan Corporate Planning Services had changed its name to McGettigan Partners and was led by 
industry icon, president and CEO John Pino. Since the launch of CORE Discovery in 1994, John and his team 
had used the technology in a dozen companies that spent millions on meetings every year. “This technology 
product and service offering became the basis upon which McGettigan then built a service model to support 
company-wide meetings consolidation efforts that could be introduced into any vertical market segment” said 
Mike Malinchok. But, McGettigan wasn’t the only company researching and building technology tools.  
PlanSoft was founded by two meeting industry veterans, Bruce W. Harris and Edward J. Tromczyski, in 1991. 
Harris was the president of Conferon and Tromczynski was a well-known meeting planner prior to founding 
PlanSoft. PlanSoft, the first comprehensive searchable meeting facilities database combined with a request for 
proposal engine, was released in 1997. During 1997 with technology advancements in a race, other companies 
raced to offer meeting automation to planners. The San Francisco Miyako Hotel offered the first online request-
for-proposal system (built by Cardinal Communications); Passkey, one of the original online housing companies, 
was launched; and RegWeb introduced the first template-based meeting registration tool. In addition, Lee Travel 
(Peggy Lee) created the Event Registration System in 1997. A proprietary system, ERS was the first system to 
automate the process of booking and confirming hotels from group blocks, integrated into the registration process. 
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ERS was spun off to create b-there in 1999. Corbin Ball’s technology timeline (www.corbinball.com) documents 
many advancements in the meetings industry.  
 
In 1997, Lilly went through a major cost control initiative; Lilly meetings were under a microscope. To this end, 
George led a cross-functional team tasked with putting the meeting process out to bid. McGettigan, of course, 
was on the bidders list. George found that McGettigan had taken his earlier requirements seriously and were 
currently supplying those services to other pharmaceutical companies. But by this time he had new ideas on how 
the strategic meeting processes should be managed. Rather than single-sourcing the end-to-end service delivery 
model through one supplier, he believed the best way to service the meetings was through a centralized meeting 
management group (CMMG) that did the sourcing, triaging and consolidating data, but was separate from the 
logistical meeting planning process. George believed that separating the duties between two suppliers would 
enhance the accountability and integrity of the services. McGettigan won the bid and became Lilly’s meeting 
supplier, called the “CMMG.” According to George, the McGettigan leaders credited him with providing the ideas 
that perfected the McGettigan Meetings Consolidation service delivery model.  
 
With cost containment initiatives running rampant in many companies, McGettigan clients weren’t the only ones 
scoping out meeting costs. In late 1998, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) initiated a global firm-services cost-
management project to investigate eleven shared services areas. Meetings and events garnered the limelight 
after a thorough spend analysis was conducted. The project’s mission: “To evaluate and make transparent the 
whole cost of meetings to the firm and formulate proposals for better initiation, accountability, responsibility and 
containment of such costs, relative to the benefits derived by the firm.” After four months of gathering and 
analyzing data, the PwC consultants reported that 65% of the meetings and events were being managed, partly 
or wholly, by non-professional meeting planners and that approximately $16–32M in annual savings could be 
achieved by migrating the meeting planning activities to a centralized process.  
 

 
In March 1999, the firm announced the new meetings management model to the meetings management team, 
partners and staff. Different from AT&T and Lilly, PricewaterhouseCoopers decided to in-source, rather than 
outsource, all of the meeting management, sourcing and planning services in a centralized meetings team.  
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In this era, pharmaceutical giants, professional services organizations and a few other financial services 
companies recognized the need to manage meeting spend at the enterprise level. At the same time, technology 
companies saw an opportunity to serve the expanding meetings market.  
 
In 1998 two travel agencies, Business Travel International (BTI) Americas and WorldTravel Partner, merged 
(known today as BCD). BTI had a successful, emerging meetings business with clients such as DuPont, Eli Lilly, 
Ford Motor, GE Lighting and Goodyear. The newly merged agency planned to release a meetings booking tool in 
1999, nicknamed Zorro and officially titled Meeting Assist, to let users register for a meeting and book housing, air 
and ground transportation. Nevertheless, Meeting Assist had fierce competition from other technology suppliers.  
The start-up seeUthere was launched in September 1999 as the first technology to offer event planning services 
through a new delivery model, the Internet, as an application service provider (ASP)—or what is today called 
Software as a Service (SaaS). “It was the first fully-fledged single-instance, multi-tenant architecture for event 
planning and attendee management in the world,” said Ray Thackeray (now Vice President of ootoWeb and co-
founder of seeUthere).  
 
While numerous industry articles and Corbin Ball’s “25 Year Timeline of Meetings Technology Innovation” report 
that seeUthere was the first ASP SMM technology, Rodman Marymor presents a slightly different version of the 
technology history. “Shortly after creating the first online RFP in 1995, Cardinal Communications initiated 
development of RegWeb, the first Internet-based online registration and attendee management application.” By 
1997, RegWeb had evolved into a fully-fledged Application Service utilizing new and emerging technologies to 
automate the meeting management process, including attendee registration, housing block management, multi-
track sessions, budgeting, email marketing and program communications, and robust backend reporting. RegWeb 
acquired many clients including Fortune 100, small and medium sized businesses, incentive companies, 
associations, and individual meeting planning practitioners. As the client list expanded, so did the ASP 
functionality, including integration with Passkey’s housing technology, and various online payment processing 
providers. Cardinal Communication’s pioneering efforts in the development of online registration and attendee 
management software helped inspire and lay a foundation for other companies to build their own versions to 
become a part of the industry’s migration from paper and fax to Internet-based methodologies for planning and 
managing meetings” said Rodman Marymor.  
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New products and services necessitate aggressive marketing and sales tactics. The current technology 
contenders were vying for the clients interested in automating meeting services at this early stage of meetings 
management. SeeUthere quickly acquired numerous corporate clients with its sophisticated technology 
functionality. SeeUthere technologists were superior developers and sought industry experts to further enhance 
the tool’s functionality. Viewed as a win/win for both meeting planners and technology advancement, PwC teamed 
with seeUthere to develop the process mapping that helped the technology company create and release a 
solution for PwC, and was the core requirement document that eventually led to MeetingView, which is the origin 
of the same MeetingView technology that the technology company offered to its clients. PwC was one of 
seeUthere’s earliest and largest clients in the early 2000s. [PwC Taps SeeUthere To Streamline Large Program] 
SeeUthere also partnered with TRX to offer the industry’s first integrated meetings registration platform with a 
corporate self-service travel-booking tool that was released in 2001. What seeUthere offered that attracted many 
clients was a seamless solution without a patchwork quilt of added functionality from numerous technology 
companies. SeeUthere became the technology of choice for many large financial and professional services 
organizations and pharmaceutical companies. 
 
Likewise, the CORE Discovery technology had automated meeting processes for many well-known companies. 
John Pino sprinted forward to separate the CORE Discovery technology from the meeting planning services to 
create a standalone entity in 1999. He recognized that the technology component needed 100 percent attention 
and spun off a new company, StarCite Solutions, to sell McGettigan’s CORE Discovery meeting planning 
software to agencies and planners who weren’t necessarily McGettigan clients. StarCite sold three versions of 
CORE Discovery, under the name RealPlanner.  
 
In 1999, Reggie Aggarwal, an attorney who also managed an association of senior executives, saw the need for 
attendee registration and management solutions. Most registrations for meetings and events were happening the 
old-fashioned way through mail and fax. Cvent answered that need by providing a new automated solution and 
focused on selling to mid- to large-sized corporations and associations in the marketplace. They gained success 
with marketing and meeting divisions by simplifying and streamlining the event management process. Operating 
in the D.C. area, they also were one the first platforms to bring travel and meetings together with their integration 
to Cliqbook (acquired by Concur). 
 
StarCite initially started as a procurement-focused meetings management solution and did not include attendee 
management or registration functionality so it explored a number of partnerships to add to its service offering. A 
newsworthy development surfaced in 2001: StarCite partnered with Cvent to complement each of their service 
offerings in order to compete with seeUthere. An industry article dated 27 February 2001 states, “The agreement 
calls for StarCite to integrate Cvent’s online registration, eMarketing and data analysis tools into their global 
marketplace, which includes over 50 corporations in the Fortune 1000. Cvent will in return incorporate StarCite’s 
RFP and site selection capabilities into their own Internet-hosted software package to enhance their registration 
offering to their rapidly growing customer base of over 200 professional organizations.” However, the best laid 
plans may not always come to fruition; the StarCite/Cvent partnership wasn’t a long-term relationship. According 
to Reggie Aggarwal, CEO of Cvent, “We did have a short partnership with StarCite as their registration partner. 
As I recall, nothing really happened in the partnership.”  
 
StarCite played an important role, along with Plansoft, in developing online sourcing platforms that became fully 
embraced by both meeting buyers and suppliers fundamentally shifting the way meetings procurement is 
conducted today. StarCite pioneered the 2-way RFP, one where suppliers could actually respond instantly to the 
client. StarCite released its web-based, two-way, real-time RFP tool for meeting space and rooms in 2001. 
Realizing the need to integrate service options rather than continue the partnership with Cvent, StarCite went on 
to acquire RegWeb in 2001 and b-there in 2003, to expand its functionality.  
 
Throughout the years, the technology advancements continued rapidly and mergers occurred. PlanSoft (now 
www.mpoint.com) merged with seeUthere to create the new company OnVantage in 2004 to enable seeUthere to 
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broaden its functionality. Then OnVantage and StarCite merged in 2007; the new company retained the “StarCite” 
name but used the OnVantage technology platform. This technology has been rebuilt using web services 
architecture for the current evolving technology needs. Other prominent meeting management technologies were 
also founded in 1999; for a complete technology timeline, see Corbin Ball’s website at www.corbinball.com.  
How were these meeting consolidation initiatives, powered by technology automation, different from typical 
meeting planning activities? At first, the technologies were used to simplify meeting planning tasks, primarily 
attendee registration. Meeting planners were absorbed by the tasks of their assigned meetings whereas meetings 
leaders were determined to identify opportunities for all meetings across the entire organization. Similarly, the 
technologies provided task-based automation but did not yet offer end-to-end process automation or thorough 
data consolidation. Since at this stage few people knew anything about this activity called “meetings 
consolidation,” most were ecstatic to reduce the need for Excel spreadsheets and Lotus Notes databases to 
manage meeting attendee data. However, as more and more meetings leaders realized that the “whole” meetings 
category needed oversight, they voiced to the meeting management technology companies their expectations for 
more organization-wide automation capabilities. Leaders who bought into using one of these technologies were 
usually invited to participate on the technology company’s Advisory Board. These initial board meetings offered a 
front-row seat for thought-leaders who provided a hotbed of innovative ideas that shaped the Strategic Meetings 
Management industry. The well-known meeting planning associations did not realize that these grassroots efforts 
were underway in many companies to manage the “whole” spend category; as such, education did not exist. 
Although, innovative ideas kept surfacing. 
 
When PwC meetings leaders recognized that hotel payments were often delayed through the onerous accounts 
payable process, they met with their financial services card company, American Express, in the hopes of 
identifying a new payment solution for meetings. It was the PwC payment needs and ideas given to American 
Express that launched the meeting industry’s widely acclaimed Meeting Card. The Meeting Card has evolved 
over the years and has been a successful meetings payment method for hundreds of organizations.  
 
Innovation continued when the Meeting Card integrated with meeting registration, budget and spend management 
technology between 2003 and 2005, according to Ray Thackeray, who was CEO of Travent at the time (now VP 
Sales with ootoWEB). He commented, “This [the integration of Meeting Card and technology] is an important 
meetings management enabler. Concur [an expense management solution] allows a business traveler to 
reconcile their receipts and produce an expense report in minutes; why shouldn’t a meeting planner have the 
same functionality not only to encourage them to stay on top of their budgets and with more visibility, reduce 
costs, but also to enable annual supplier negotiations with real spend reports?” He and Gary Naylor of Travent Ltd 
in London worked with Clarke Simpson of American Express Europe to meet customer demands with a Corporate 
Meeting Card that actually provided reconciled meetings spend and intelligence reports. On 10 May 2005, 
Travent Ltd (OnVantage’s Europe distributor) developed a module for OnVantage’s MeetingView together with 
American Express (called “MeetingView Express”) and produced the first Corporate Meeting Card solution that 
was integrated with a meetings management platform. A meeting planner could register an event, plan the 
budget, put the spend on the Meeting Card and a day later automatically reconcile that spend in the meeting’s 
budget. This technology, incorporated into StarCite’s offerings upon merging with OnVantage and acquiring the 
integration from Travent, was rolled out globally by AMEX and StarCite.  
 
Combining meeting planners and virtual meetings/events in the same organization was another innovative 
industry first launched by PwC. After Debi Scholar left a 22-year training and development career to lead the PwC 
meetings team, she recognized the opportunity to merge her e-learning experience with meetings. In the early 
2000s Debi put forth the business case to develop a virtual meetings team, as part of the meeting planning team, 
to support both face-to-face and virtual meeting needs for partners and staff. Although not viewed favorably by 
meeting planners for many years, the visionary idea is a standard practice today.  
 
By the early 2000s, Maddy and Laura knew that their meeting consolidation efforts were paying off at AT&T. 
Maddy wanted to share ideas with other leaders who were tackling the same meeting consolidation challenges. 
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Familiar with Meeting Professionals International (MPI), the leading global association for meeting planners, 
Maddy approached them with a proposition—start a committee or subgroup of leaders who can share best 
practices on how to holistically manage meeting spend and reduce the redundancies that naturally occur when 
multiple meeting planners work in a solitary routine. MPI refused to see the value in creating a sub-committee that 
would concentrate on meetings management. The association believed that its services provided all the education 
and networking that meeting planners needed. In contrast, the association failed to recognize that it did not offer 
the right level of solutions for meetings leaders. Hindsight is 20/20. Maddy, a trailblazer who does not understand 
the meaning of “no,” brushed off the MPI rejection and started her own industry group, Meetings Competitive 
Advantage Forum (MCAF), in 1999. Maddy’s vision was to organize and conduct a benchmarking and 
information-sharing entity for the benefit of its member organizations. Still a premier industry group, MCAF 
creates a setting where invited meetings leaders (who are vetted and carefully selected) can meet quarterly to 
discuss best practices and share benchmarking data.  
 
At the same time, Kevin Iwamoto, who worked for Hewlett-Packard as Senior Global Commodity Manager and 
was finishing up his two-year term as President and CEO of the National Business Travel Association, noticed 
that travel and procurement managers had begun asking him advice on how to reduce the costs of all travel 
spend categories, including meetings and events. These curious leaders were becoming responsible for 
centralizing the travel and meeting expenses yet knew nothing about these indirect spend categories. Kevin could 
easily provide them with travel expertise, yet he could not find anything about meetings management. Sure, 
plenty of education existed on how to manage and plan meetings, but nothing about the business of meetings 
management. As if there were a darkened veil over far-fetched ideas during this era, he too was turned away by 
industry groups and associations claiming that he was delusional to even think that procurement could ever get 
involved in meetings management…”It’s too complicated and personal,” they claimed. With that rejection, he 
vowed to create a group of corporate travel and meeting experts who would create educational materials to guide 
travel and procurement managers in this new, unchartered territory. Approaching the NBTA Board seemed like an 
odd choice as NBTA was primarily devoted to business travel, yet why not expand the association’s business 
travel thought-leadership to include meetings management? After Kevin received support from his NBTA Board, 
he sought recommendations from industry friends and colleagues as to who should lead the new NBTA 
Committee. After much deliberation, he asked Tracey Wilt (Manager of Global Travel and Meetings Management 
at Xerox) and Maddy Caliri (AT&T Travel and Meetings Procurement Leader) to co-chair the new committee titled 
the NBTA Groups & Meetings (G&M) Committee.  
 
The NBTA G&M Committee focus was, and still is, on the business of meetings, not on the meeting business. 
Meaning, organizational meetings leaders were interested in managing the meetings category and not necessarily 
the individual meetings. Unfortunately, back then and still today, many organizations, business units, countries 
and departments plan their own meetings without consideration for enterprise-wide spend, risks, efficiencies, 
resources and technology. 
 
When Kevin called Tracey Wilt to broach the G&M Committee opportunity with her, she was immediately 
interested, though she had some initial reservations. “Having just served as vice-chair of the hotel committee, I 
was a bit hesitant to be on, let alone lead, another NBTA committee. Kevin said he was hearing growing interest 
from members (traditional travel managers) who were becoming responsible for groups and meetings and not 
knowing anything about it or where to start. Back then, it seemed a stretch for NBTA, especially with other 
organizations out there focused on meetings. But, what the heck, I was up for a challenge,” said Tracey. “Maddy 
and I spent countless hours on the phone (having never met live until the first G&M Committee meeting) to form 
the committee as we wanted a good balance of people currently involved with NBTA, MPI, corporations, hoteliers, 
technology companies, etc. We wanted to make sure we had covered all areas.”  
 
According to Kevin, his edict to Tracey Wilt and Maddy Caliri, the inaugural Co-Chairs of the new G&M 
Committee, was to create a mission statement and a State of the Marketplace whitepaper during his final months 
as NBTA President. No surprise to us, they succeeded. Kevin’s successors, Carol Devine and Suzanne Fletcher, 
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provided significant support to the new G&M Committee and as a result, it remains one of the most productive 
NBTA Committees.  
 
Following Kevin’s request, Tracey and Maddy created the following G&M Committee mission statement before 
the Committee’s initial meeting: “Groups and Meetings Committee offers strategic guidance on trends and 
technical considerations in the management of group travel and meetings for the NBTA membership. Our goal is 
to support Travel Managers who are responsible for managing the Group Travel and Meeting Functions.” 
Twelve people attended the first G&M Meeting in 2003 at the NBTA Headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia. The 
committee agreed on the mission and goals for their first year and developed sub-committees for Management 
Strategies, Meeting Components and Resources. A Honeywell Six Sigma Black Belt provided support to the 
committee by adding structure to the evolving thoughts and subsequent processes to solidify whatever 
methodology was created.  
 
The Management Strategies sub-committee first met in Philadelphia where they created the lexicon for the 
meetings management philosophy and methodology: “Strategic Meetings Management” (SMM). The sub-
committee agreed to eliminate the word “consolidation” in the naming convention as the initiative did not 
necessary mean “centralization” nor “reduction.” Rather, they agreed that enterprise-wide meetings management 
was more about consistency and quality, data collection, spend management, risk reduction and visibility. A 
meetings management program did not need to be “consolidated” to be “managed.” Although coming up with the 
name “Strategic Meetings Management” posed challenges too: they all remember discussing, ad nauseam, 
whether the word “meeting(s)” should be singular or plural. At the end of this meeting, two of the sub-committee 
members, Kari (Kesler) Wendel (then at ING) and Mike Malinchok (then at GetThere), agreed to write the first 
draft of the historic, industry-changing whitepaper.  
 
For the sub-committee’s second meeting, they assembled at the Minneapolis Airport Hilton “to finalize all of the 
content and wording…line by line,” according to Tracey. Five sub-committee members were present during that 
pedestal meeting: Maddy Caliri, Tracey Wilt, Kari (Kesler) Wendel, Mike Malinchok and Alan Bednowitz 
(StarCite). Breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks continued for numerous hours and several days as they started 
before sunrise and finished after sunset editing and discussing the content of the whitepaper. After many long and 
tedious hours agonizing over the philosophy, terms and components, the group released a whitepaper in March 
2004 titled “Framework for Success: Strategic Meetings Management Programs.” The whitepaper included the 
concept, definition, terminology, best practices and the components of a successful program. Abbreviated to 
“SMM” or “SMMP,” Strategic Meetings Management was born with the following components as a foundation. 

 
Call it fate or the boomerang effect, but Kevin Iwamoto benefited from his initial decision to start the G&M 
Committee. It wasn’t long before he inherited the global meetings management responsibility at Hewlett Packard. 
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He relied on the SMM whitepaper to lay the foundation for his strategy and efforts. As an inventor, learner, 
teacher and leader, Kevin Iwamoto was the founding father of the G&M Committee and then was able to take 
advantage of its services. Today, as part of his diverse portfolio of responsibilities, he helps other organizations 
with their strategic meetings management program design and development as the Vice President, Enterprise 
Strategy at StarCite.  
 
However, the SMM whitepaper, philosophy and NBTA’s involvement were not favorably viewed by all in the 
meetings industry in 2004. How could a business travel association have the knowledge or authority to write a 
whitepaper about meetings management? Why would anyone want to manage meetings at the enterprise-level? 
Whereas many meeting planners were confused, some meetings leaders were intrigued. Debi Scholar, the author 
of this book, was one of those meetings leaders who grasped the enterprise-wide classification and methodology 
defined in the SMM whitepaper, and the information described her work at PricewaterhouseCoopers as the 
Meeting & Event Services Director. While participating in an MCAF meeting, Debi heard about the SMM 
whitepaper through Maddy Caliri. She remembers Maddy having a heated discussion with one of the MCAF 
members because the member did not believe that NBTA, a business travel association, should be publishing 
anything about the meetings industry. Wherever there is controversy, there is opportunity. After the hubbub, Debi 
realized that these thought-leaders were paving the road for industry-wide opportunities. As a tenured training 
coordinator, stand-up trainer, training manager and training director, Debi had planned the meetings logistics for 
numerous training sessions dating back to the early 80s at Westinghouse Furniture Systems, but she was not 
considered a “professional” meeting planner. Now that she was leading a team of meeting planning experts, Debi 
had to learn the meetings business quickly. Yet, the meeting planning education that was delivered at planner 
conferences was not fulfilling her expectations for the type of work she was performing as a meetings director. All 
Debi’s inquiries as to where to find high-level education led to one destination: the NBTA G&M Committee. 
Excited to learn from these frontrunners, Debi joined the team.  
 
The NBTA G&M Committee members are a who’s who in the meetings industry. The Committee continues to 
attract thought-leaders throughout the meetings industry and, since 2004, has published numerous whitepapers 
and delivered SMM education to thousands of attendees through conferences, classes and webinars. Since 
Tracey and Maddy’s inaugural journey, other G&M Committee co-chairs have included Kari (Kesler) Wendel, Joni 
Miyashiro, Debi Scholar, Lee Ann Adams Mikeman, Linda McNairy, Lynda Garvey and Gigi McGrath. In addition 
to these co-chairs, many other thought-leaders have participated on the committee that shaped the strategic 
meetings management industry.  
 
Debi put the education from the G&M Committee to good use. Even though PwC’s SMMP had been in place 
since 1999, Debi knew that continuous improvement was needed. In July 2005, she submitted a proposal to the 
PwC leaders in hopes of receiving approval to move forward with a Six Sigma Project. Over 100 proposed Six 
Sigma process improvement projects were submitted to PwC leaders yet less than 10 were granted approval; 
Debi’s project was accepted. The PwC SMM Six Sigma Project Charter was to “Develop a process, including all 
stakeholders, that will simplify meeting initiation, raise awareness of the MES SMMP, and improve the experience 
for stakeholders and end users. This would result in a reduction of overall costs and lowering the firm’s exposure 
to risk.” Debi, the Process Owner, was supported by approximately 25 team members in various capacities. After 
numerous months, lots of coffee, too many calories, unwieldy data and many heated discussions, the Six Sigma 
project recommendations were implemented to create one of the industry’s most comprehensive and mature 
SMM programs. Further, Debi created a new resource model and role for key PwC markets, titled the Market 
Event Planner. The role is still in place today and the people who are in these jobs are viewed as key contributors 
to the Office Managing Partners.  
 
Many thought-leaders and visionaries were mentors to Debi. Kari (Kesler) Wendel, Maddy Caliri, Lee Ann Adams 
Mikeman and Lisa Palmeri helped Debi identify the path to guide the PwC SMM in the right direction. Kari, who 
started the SMM programs at Xerox, ING and Honeywell, shared her Honeywell policy with Debi which led to the 
creation of the current PwC meeting policy. The 70 excellent managers and staff (insourced and outsourced) of 
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the PwC Meeting & Event Services team and Kathy Murray, the Operations Leader, all contributed to the success 
of the stellar PwC SMM program that was widely acclaimed and earned Debi the honor of being named “Best 
Meeting Practitioner” in 2007.  
 
SMM provided the methodology for organizations to manage a complex supply chain category with proven 
strategies and techniques. The G&M Committee developed a new SMM graphic in 2008 to further depict the 
importance of a meetings management strategy and policy. Alison Hall conducted an interview with Lee Ann 
Adams Mikeman, the co-chair of the Groups & Meetings Committee, who said, “The first graphic was ingenious 
for its time and included a rectangular graphic. A wheel builds on this theme but uses updated program 
components and a shape that symbolizes movement and globalization. The arrows also convey the need for 
continuous review and revision to accommodate changing internal and external forces such as economic 
conditions and technology improvements.” StarCite funded the development of the newly created graphic.  
 

 
Just as important as the visionaries, the early suppliers of these services must be recognized. Most notably, 
OnVantage and StarCite sponsored numerous industry events, conferences and education sessions to broaden 
the exposure and help all of the thought-leaders develop the philosophy and communicate the methodology. 
Without their support in the early days, it would have been almost impossible to keep the initiative moving 
forward. From the air and hotel side, Continental Airlines and Marriott Hotels partnered with their clients on 
consolidated transient/group spend initiatives in the formative SMM years. From the perspective of a few SMM 
thought-leaders, these two suppliers were the first in their respective industries to consider their clients’ total 
volume of transient and group business, which aided in greater discounts and more comprehensive quarterly 
business-review updates that included business metrics and issues from both transient and meetings sales 
volume.  
 
Strategic Meetings Management is a best practice and considered the platinum standard for meetings 
management. Although the SMM industry is still in its early years and far from mature, the initiative produced new 
companies, different career paths and more important, a common language and methodology for meetings 
leaders who are affecting their organizations’ meeting programs. NBTA, now known as the Global Business 
Travel Association (GBTA), continues to raise the bar for SMM.  
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Kari (Kesler) Wendel, a Senior Strategic Meetings Management Director at Carlson Wagonlit, had a vision to 
create an industry certification program focused on the theory and practice of Strategic Meetings Management. 
To that end, she led the efforts to assemble industry leaders with diverse backgrounds to participate in the “SMM 
Big Brain” meeting in July 2008. This initiative was strongly supported by Bill Connors, then the NBTA Chief 
Operating Officer. After thousands of hours of collaboration and development by numerous people, two significant 
accomplishments were delivered to the industry: 
 
A new SMM definition was created and agreed upon by both GBTA and MPI. The GBTA definition is: Strategic 
Meetings Management (SMM) is a disciplined approach to managing enterprise-wide meeting and event 
activities, processes, suppliers and data in order to achieve measurable business objectives that align with the 
organization’s strategic goals / vision, and deliver value in the form of quantitative savings, risk mitigation and 
service quality. 
 
A new Strategic Meetings Management Certification (SMMC) was launched in October 2009. StarCite agreed to 
exclusively fund and support the SMM Certification via the GBTA Foundation. The inaugural 2010 class included 
29 graduates. Laura Cella was proud to be in the first graduating SMMC class and still supports Maddy’s SMMP, 
although they are no longer at AT&T. Today, Maddy is a Global Procurement Director at Reed Elsevier.  
As John Pino told me, “Most of us started our quest without direct collaboration with others; we all have a slightly 
different view about what drove us, and what caused our success and momentum with SMM. It’s the different 
viewpoints that continue to keep this fresh, and innovative -- and of course insures that we’ll continue to be 
challenged in the future to improve constantly.”  
 
SMM continues to evolve globally and affects multiple spend categories such as hotel/venue, group air travel, 
ground transportation, audio-visual, production, entertainment and entertainment assets (such as tickets, boxes, 
suites), speakers, content development, sponsorships, exhibits, gifts and incentives, meeting 
communications/print, meeting management companies, destination management companies, other suppliers 
and technology.  
 
In August 2011, a new SMM graphic was created and in October 2011, the GBTA Groups & Meetings Committee 
was dissolved.  
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